
Justin Weng 
Motivate My Closet/Anaheim 
Manager: Claudia !
Dress code!

• Green MMC shirt!
• Black pants!
• Black belt!
• black socks!
• Black shoes!
• MMC name tag!!

Areas of Improvement!!
•   Justin needs to be reminded daily about combing his hair. Send him to the restroom before 

his shift if he needs to adjust himself and remind him if he needs to get a haircut.!!
•  He needs lots of motivation and praise, this will keep him focused and determined. He will 

try to talk about unrelated work topics, redirect him to focus on work related topics instead.!!
• Justin enjoys High fives! However, he may distract himself by asking for too many high 

fives. Remind him he needs to remain professional in the workplace. Coach will tell him 
when is time for high fives.!!

• When providing customer service, Justin should follow the correct store greetings. He will 
try to get away with saying the greetings in incomplete sentences. Always have him try 
again.!!

• Justin is very helpful but will try to take over a task that was not given to him. He should be 
patient and listen for directions assigned specifically to him.!!

Tasks!!
• There is a schedule of tasks that must be followed and learned. The participant 

should always be asked “What is next?” after each task so they may learn their 
task schedule. !!

• Customer Service. Using 4 customer service skills, participant will announce 
store greetings. “Good Morning/Afternoon! Welcome to Motivate my Closet!”, 
“Everything in the store is 50% off!” !!

• Participant should grab a basket first then ask,” Would you like a basket?” Teach 
them to always respond with” My Pleasure!” and when customer is exiting, 
“Thank you for shopping at Motivate My Closet!” !

•  Store Cleaning. Participant is responsible for checking the cleanliness of the 
store. He/She should make sure all items are faced with prices up front. Dust/
sweep/mop floors and shelves. Clean mirrors and organize/size clothing and 
items to their proper locations.!!

• Store Cashier. Participant is responsible for providing customer service 



when working the register. They will greet the guest, identify each item, 
operate the register, perform the money transaction, and bag each item. 
Coach should always GUIDE the participant in each step. !

• NEVER leave the register unattended. Participant should FIRST 
communicate to manager if they must leave the area.!!

• Store Cashier. Participant is also responsible for receiving donations. They 
should always respond with “Thank you for your donation.” and give them a 
tax receipt located under register. !!

• Outside Sign spinning. Participant needs lots of motivation to stay 
energetic and keep the sign moving AND facing the direction on oncoming 
traffic. Coach should always be praising, moving and sign spinning as 
well. There is a portable Bluetooth speaker provided for music 
entertainment. (It helps to play their choice of music) MAKE IT FUN!!!

• Stockroom. There is a white communication board. Participant should read/
understand the tasks that need to be done in the stockroom on that day. !!

• Stockroom. All clothing racks and bins are labeled. Participant should identify 
each label as they need to learn to navigate their way around the stockroom 
when receiving donations.!!

• Stockroom.  Cleaning donation items. There is a grey bucket with clean rags and 
multipurpose cleaner provided. !!

• Stockroom. Collecting clean items for pricing, Manager Claudia has Blue Red 
Yellow tags for pricing. There is a pricing list provided for the items. Participant 
must identify item and write prices according to list.!!

• Folding and sorting clothes in categorized bags. Participant should identify 
clothing article and size for each. (“This is a Large-Mens- Long Sleeve- dress 
up- shirt”) They will fold it and sort them in the bags. The process will help 
participant direct customers to merchandise inside the store.!!

• It is very important that participant leaves their area clean before switching to 
next task. (*All black bins located on the left side of the room are donations that 
need cleaning and all bins on the right side of the room are donations that are 
cleaned and ready for store pricing)!!

• Encourage participant to leave notes on the communication board before he/she 
switches to next task. Such as crossing off what task what completed or if there 
was something particular that the next participant must know.!!

• Donation Center. This is where the store receives all daily donations. There are 
cleaning supplies and participant should be cleaning AT LEAST one box full of 
items. Coach can teach with the “I Do, we do, You do” Method, where coach 
model uses spray cleaner and wipes the item accordingly. It is very important 
that they learn the proper way to clean items.!!



• Donation Center. Organizing all the clothing same as in stockroom. Identify 
clothing and fold into bags. It is very important to work fast and efficiently in the 
donation center as it is their responsibility to clear space for more donations that 
day. Motivate them to work fast and consistent. 


